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under Michael III (842-67), and claims modestly to be
nothing but a compilation put together from the products of
various chronographers. In time it stretches from Adam to
the death of the Emperor Theophilus in 842, though there
is a continuation to 948 by later hands. It has not the naive
amusingness of Malalas, some use of whom is, however,
discernible; its principal source is Theophanes Confessor
(died 817). It is a typical monkish production, its author
showing a preference for Greek mythology and monasticism.
'It is better', says George, 'to stammer in company with
truth than to platonize with falsehood/ So we are not sur-
prised to find fanatical attacks on the Iconoclasts like this:
'Leo the Isaurian, that swinish man, hearkened to the counsel
of the deceivers and turned all the churches of the East in
his Empire upside down/ The work, which throws much
light on monasticism at the writer's period, was borrowed
from by the excerptors employed by Constantine Porphyro-
genitus and by later chroniclers; as in the case of Malalas,
George the Monk was used by the compilers of the Slav
chronicles.
John Zonaras, who completed his chronicle towards the
middle of the twelfth century, produced a work of a rather
different type. He was a man of superior education, who
rose high in the imperial service, but subsequently withdrew
to a monastery on one of the Princes' Islands, where he com-
piled his Epitome of Histories. He describes how he was
urged to the work by his friends who said: 'Use your leisure
to produce a work of common benefit, and you will have
recompense from God laid up for you from this also/ The
Chronicle begins with the Creation and ends with the acces-
sion of John II Comnenus in 1118. Zonaras takes a higher
rank than his predecessors in the same field. He uses better
sources while thinking it necessary to apologize for his
interest in profane history. He draws upon Herodotus,
Xenophon, Josephus, Plutarch, and Dio Cassius, as well as
Procopius, George the Monk, and Psellus for later times*
In style he is fairly fluent, but not uniform, being influenced
by that of his sources.
It is easy to criticize the manifold deficiencies of these
popular historians. But the world owes a debt to the long

